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Consider the followin hb stochastic diBerential equation 
dXQt)=J(B’,X(t))dtt-dW(rZ, 
where (W(r), I b 01, is a standard Wiener process in RN. On the basis of discrete data 0 = to < I~ -z 
“‘Cl” = T; X&A X(G), - - - , 
the least squares estimator & 
X( t,) we would like to estimate the parameter 6’. We shall define 
and show that under some regularity conditions, &, is strongly 
consistent. 
consistency * least squares estimator * diffusion * stochastic differential equation * discrete 
data * continuous data * stationary process 
1. Iatroductioa 
In the study of inference problems for stochastic differential equations, it has often 
been assumed that the process in question can be observed continuously in time. 
This assumption is not always appropriate and in fact impossible to achieve in 
practice. In addition, even if it were possible to observe the process continuously, 
in order to compute an estimate of 6’ one has to approximate the stochastic and 
ordinary integrals by finite Riemann-Stieltjes sums. In view of this, it would be 
interesting to know whether the parameter 8’ can be reasonably estimated from the 
discrete data gd={tO, t ,,..., tn; X(t,), X(t,), . . . ,X(t,)}. far as we know, this 
problem was first studied by Le Breton (1975). He considered the linear stochastic 
differential equation 
(t)dt+dW(t), X(0)=3, (1.1) 
where ( W(t), t L 0) is the standard Wiener process in RN. The maximum likeli 
estimator & of t5’ based on the continuous data SC = { (1), t E [Q, 7% is giv 
T 
f$- = 
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where x* denotes the transpose of the vector x In (1975) Le I&ton studied the 
discrete approximation &,,, of t& given by 
&.T = i X(t,-,)(X(t,)-X(t*-,))' 
k=l 
k~,X(r,-,)X(r,_,)P(t,--B-o 
WI 
which is obtained by replacing the stochastic and ordinary integrals in (X2) by finite 
sums. In this case &,T coincides with the least squares estimator which will be 
defined below. It is shown in Le Breton (1975) that for a fixed T 
&,-& + 0 in probability as n + 0~ and A, + 0, (1.4) 
and that 
Lipster and Shiryayev (1977) have shown :l:ct 
(1.5) 
The results (1.4) and (1.5) suggest hat 
&T + o” as A,,+0 an6 T-? co. (1.6) 
The above conjecture was studied by Dorogovcev (1976) using the model 
dX(r)=f(B’, X(t)) dr+dUl(r), X(0)=X,. (1.7) 
He proved (1.6) where convergence is in probability. However, Dorogovcev’s work 
appears to have some technical errors. In this paper we prove that the least squares 
estimator of 8’ derived from (1.7) and based o- ,, C$,, is strongly consistent under 
some miid regularity conditions. 
2. Consistency of the L!3 estimator 
We consider a model described by the following It8 stochastic differential equation 
dX(t)=f(e’,X(t))+dW(t), ~E[CI, T], 
X(0) -x*, 
(2.1) 
where ( W(t), t E [0, T]) is the standard Wiener process in RN. The function f is 
assumed to be known and such that the solution X =(X(t), t E [0, T]) exists in 
C([O, T], R “) with probability one. If f( 6, x) is continuous in x, then X is an 
N-dimensional diffusion with f(t3, x) and I as the drift and diffusion coefficients 
respectively (cf. Arnold (1974)). ere I is ar. N x M identity matrix. The problem 
is to estimate the parameter 8’ on the basis of ohs ervations 0 = to < t, < - - - < t, = T, 
Then, the least squares estimator of ’ is the value t in the parameter space 
which minimizes ,N). 
Notice that for sm4 Imost equal to t 
squares of independent 1 riabfes with mean zero 
and variance one. Therefore this estimation procedure is a sort of conditional least 
squares method. We shall assu ghout hat Akt = t, - tk-, = T/RI and T= AII”~ 
for some fixed real number owever we shaia .raintain the use of T for 
convenience of notation. All convergence statements below are to be understood 
as almost sure convergence and the limits are taken as n + 00. 
Let us now partition the sum of squares &-( 0) into three components 
where 
and 
&de) = On,T(~“) -2 E, Ukht@, xifk-,))+g2,(@), 
uk = x(tk) -x(tk-1) -j-(6’, xttk-,))A/cf, 
w, 4 =f<S 4 -m”, xl, 
(2.2) 
Note that minimizing the function Qn,T is equivalent o minimizing the function 
&-(0) = ~%?“,7-W - 0n.TWO)) 
= T-‘g:(@ -2T-’ i U&(6, x( t,,._,)). 
k=l 
0.3) 
The following regularity conditions are assumed to hold: 
Al. The parameter space 8 is a compact subspace of a normed linear space. 
A2 The function f=f(O, x) is Lipschitz in both variables, that is, there exist 
continuous functions M( - ) and G( - ) such that 
If~~,~~--f~~,Y~l~l~~~~ll~-Yl 
and 
If(e,~~-s(~,~~l~Ic(~)ll~-dl, 
for all O,o E 0, x, y E RN, where 
EIWGJI” = 
for some constant is also satisfied. 
A3. e process X = (X,, t 2 0) is stationary an odic wit 
A4 Let @ be the true parameter value in (2.1 
E Jf( 19, X0) K,)l’ = 0 ifI 8 = a*. 
An example in which Conditions AI-A4 are satisfied is the equation (1.1) which 
was analyzed by Le Breton (1975). The following is the main result of this paper. 
1. Suppose rkat Assumptions Al-A4 hold and 
The Assumptions Al-A4 are actually sufficient for the conclusion of Theorem 1. 
This will be proved by Lemma 2. The key to the proof of this theorem is the following 
result which is similar to Theorem 1 in Frydman (1980). 
2. Suppose that the random funcfions L,, satisfy three conditions: 
Cl: with probability one, L,( 0) + L( 0) uniformly in 0 E 0 as n + 00. 
C2: 7&e limiting non-random function L is such that 
L(eO)s L(e) for ali 4% 0. 
c3: L(e) = L(eO) $8 = 80. 
l&en 0, + 8’ a-s. as n =+ 00, where 
The proof of Theorem 2 can be obtained from the proof of Theorem 1 in Frydman 
(1980) simply by reversing all the inequalities. 
(of Theorem 1). From (2.3) 
an,T(e) = T-“&S) -2T-’ i 24&e, X(P4_, j). 
k=l 
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 below imply that 
T-’ i u&(43, X(t,_,))+O uniformly in 8 E 
k=l 
Similarly Lemma 3 implies 
T-‘g2,W+ Elf@, xob-.f(e”, &,,l’ 
uniformiy in 8 a.s. Thus Condition Cl of Theorem 2 is satisfied as applied to &-. 
The limiting function D(0) = Elf(6, X0) -f( 6’, X0)1’ satisfies conditions C2 and C3 
by Assumption A4. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We now prove Lemmas 1,2 and 3. In the next two lemmas, we will show that 
sup T-’ i U&(6, X(&-1)) +o a.s. as n 400. 
I BE8 k=i I 
Lemma 1. With probability one, we have 
roof. For m > 0, we have 
1z.q~ pm &’ dO$ sy?q ~V~dO~~~ldO a)aldzuoa v Si {“a) la, 
suotpunj snonuyyuo3 jo (0 )s amds ayi OJU! pappaquri @?mU!iMO3 si 8 ivyi 
azp 8upvy g amds tnaq!H v u! saq (x ‘. ) y ‘x pa doj tvq~ asoddns m 
‘0 c 3 1cm JOJ day) sayduri ahoqg ay, PUB b~ymbau~ s,AagstCqay3 
I-Y1 
I 
l=Y 
sp ,(‘-9 - s) 
Yl 1 zll~,,l(,,~(Ox?~~a:(oe?,,~~al_~ 3 u 
I-% - ,=y 
‘sp */,(47l( ‘-Q?x- “xla? 
91 J 
$ ,,~(,,l(Ox?~la?(,e?~*~~a~-~ 3 
v Z,lLl(( l-~~?x?~la?,,,(,,l((‘-Y1)X ‘,e?J- 
I-7J 
(‘x ‘,e?_fla? 
Yt I 
;=y 
1 “a,_J.s 
l4 
sp (,,I((*-~~?x?~l,,l((‘-“t)x ‘,e?J- Csx ‘,e?Jl)a 
. 
( 
SP ,,I((*-~J?X ‘e?~l,,I((*-ql?x ‘,e?J- 
romu~ysa smord uoy#ia / v~uosv~ -v-u 892 
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with 
for some y > 0. Then 
zf: T-1 kt wh xok-d) I 1 
le. The following is an example of a Hilbert space with continuous imbedding 
into a space of continuous functions: 
W”-‘(Rd)={fEL2(Rd); DafEL2(Rd) farOS![cuISm}, 
whereforf=f(x,,...,xd) and (Y=(aI,...,(Yd)EZ$, 
Daf=i, g and Ial= i aj* 
j=l 
Here W m*2( Rd) is a separable Hilbert space with inner product 
(X gLl = Oc,z, (D”f, D”f3L 
_ --_ 
where (f; g) is the inner product in L2(Rd) (see Adams (1975, Theorem 3.5, page 
47)). Therefore W”‘**(Rd) has a complete orthonormal system. Moreover, by the 
Sobolev imbedding theorem (cf. Adams (1975, page 97)), there exists a continuous 
imbeddiqg Wm**(Rd)- C(Rd) as long as m > d/2. 
emark. The hypothesis of Lemma 2 is by no means necessary. Borkar and Bagchi 
(1982) have proved that 
1 ’ 
sup - c BE8 t JO 
h(0, Xs) dW,-,O as. 
as t +m, by assuming only Al-A4. However, their proof is long and technical. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Since %‘* C(O), it is enough to show that 
T-’ i h(8,X(t,_,))A,W +o. 
k=l x 
By the representation (2.7), 
T-’ i h(e, x(fk_&.ikw 
k=I 
T-’ i Q,(~(?k_,))dkw 
\2 
(2.Q 
k-1 
Let 
A,,(s)= i a,( (tk-,))x~,Ik_l.I~,(s?, 
k=l 
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where ~~~~~~~~~~~ k = 1, l . l 9 n, are indicator fu 
T-l i a,(X( tk_,))Ak W = T-’ A,,(s) d 
k=l 
and the integral on the R S of (2.9) is well defined since 
y the exponential inequality (see 
for any cy, p > 0. Thus 
A,,(s) dW,>--+Q P 
T 2T 
and 
aZ,(X( t&)Akt < 2 eaap. 
Since 
T-’ $, ak(X( tk_,))Akt s c’, T-’ i X( tk-J2Akt 
k=l 
and, by A3, 
T-’ $, X( tk-,)2Aat + E[Xi] > 0 a.s., = 
there exists a random variable V such that 
T-1k~lX2(t~-l)A~t< V a.s. forall T>O, n=l,&... 
where < 00) = 1. Denote 
ave used t,, instead of Tin order to emphasize the dependence of Ton n. Choose 
a 
tY 
a=- 
t”, 
and p=*, 
m 
ere Seyel an $ebe(l+y)/2. 
Hence 
8 2 exp(-t,Y-“) C exp(-m”-*). 
m 
2 
> 
S2~exp(-r~-Y)~exp(-m”-b)<00, 
n m 
since y -6 > 0 and a - 6 > 0. The above implies 
The hypothesis of the theorem and Borel-Cantelii lemma implies that 
c (c i .*w(fk-l))akw)2+o 
m k=l 
a.s. as I! + 00. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
mma 3. Under the Assumptions Al-A4, we have 
T-‘d(e) = T-’ i If@, x(f,-,))-f(e’, x(t,_,))12d,t+ Elh(f?, X0)1’ 
k=l 
uniforrnfy in 0. 
Proof. By the law of large numbers, 
T-’ 
I 
T lh(& XJl’d s + E(W, X,)1’ 
0 
a.s. as T+ co for each 8 E 0. A2 implies 
T-’ 
I 
T (h(8, X%)1’ ds s T-‘(8 - 0’12 
0 I 0 
s supl 8 - eO12 T-1 
tlE@ 
(2.10) 
a.s. uniformly in 8. e have 
Wer’s inequality implies 
we, x,) - h(8, x(t,_,))l*m SUP lh(e, xsj 
BE8 
n 
< y-*??a-I 2m32m 
.e c E[ 
k=l A-I 
+ 
mend yields the required result. 
In this section we derive an estimate of E/X‘ - I”” that has been used repeatedly 
in Section 2. This will be done far the more general It6 stochastic diff erential equation 
dX,=f(t,X,)dt+Gft,X,)d (3.1) 
We assume that the vector functionf and the N x p-matrix G satisfy the following 
Lipschitz and growth conditions: 
There is a constant K > 0 such that 
(a) For all tE[O, T], xE RN 
If(t,x)-f(f,y)I+JIG(r,x)-G(1,y)Jl~Klx-Yl. 
(b) For all tE[C, T], xE RN 
If(t, 412+ IiN, x,ll’~ K2(l +IxI’). 
The norms above are defined as 
where xcRN, G is an Nxp matrix and q>O. 
Suppose that the stochasiic integral 
is well dejned for every t E [ 0, T]. If f or some positive integer m and a real number 
s E LO, 4 
T 
~W”II’” <a4 
then 
proof of position 1 can be found in 
now use the above result to prove t 
2. If the conditions (a), (b) and Assumptio 3 are sath#ed, then for all 
s, t e [O, T] such that It - sl c 1, 
where the constant depends only on m, N and K. 
The growth restriction condition implies 
Ifk ~>I'" + IIW, ~,ll’” s (Jf(t, x,1*+ IlG(t, x)ll’)” 
=s K2”( 1+ IX12)m 
s 2”-‘K*“( 1+ Nm-‘IX~2m), 
iilder’s inequality. By (3.1) 
X,=X,+ ‘f(u,X”)du+ 
J J 
t 
a4 X”) d W,, 
s S 
so that 
'f(u,x.)dy 
2m 2m 
Ix1 - xslZm s 22m-’ (II I II + ’ WOL,dW,, S S I I 
I 2m + m-4 X”) d 
F I 1 
ijlder’s inequality. aking expectations on both sides, we obtain 
~2~~~2m-‘{(t-s,2m-1 J’Elf(u,X.)(‘“du 
S 
(3.3) 
27s 
e fact that if-.sl<l to er wit 
(t_S)2m-12m-l 
12mW-d 
+[m(2m-l)]m-‘(t-s)m-“2m-0 
x (1 + Nm-‘EIx,pm)( t -s)} 
(23m-2K2m(l+ Nm-; E~Xo}2m)(1+[m(2m-l)~m-‘)(n-s)‘” 
where M( N, m, K) is a constant depending on 
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